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Dive deep below the ocean surface with your team 

of explorers to uncover an ancient temple. In it you 

will find beautiful sealife, treasures, and a few more 

things that aren’t quite as pleasant! As the placid 

undersea world begins to turn on you, will you be 

able to escape?  
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An evil alchemist, a hungry dragon. Hardly the town 

for a few hapless travelers! Accused of a crime you 

didn’t commit, you must find a way to escape your 

prison before you meet your fiery fate. 
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You are on a mining platform on an asteroid mining 

yellow crystals. Your team is preparing for 

evacuation when a giant robot on wheels shoots 

your evacuation ship out of the sky! You’ll need to 

destroy the giant robot before your ship can come 

back in and you’ve only got 10 minutes before the 

giant robot crushes you! Fortunately, your team 

has access to a giant laser that is powered by 

yellow crystals that can be found powering the 

robots around here. Using your laser swords and 

shields, you will have to deflect lasers, collect 

crystals and explode robots to survive.  
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The mad count Malin has been running evil 

experiments with dangerous creatures in his 

creepy manor. It's up to you to get inside, 

investigate — and make it out alive.  
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You and your pirate crew have fallen victim to a 

curse and transformed into fishmen! The only cure 

is locked deep within an island temple — but time is 

running out.  
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Dr. Steem has escaped and is planning his revenge 

against the town that has imprisoned him. He plans 

to load up his train with dynamite and blow it up 

when it reaches the town!  
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Hurtling through orbit, Space Station Tiberia is on a 

mission to intercept a ‘planet killer’ meteorite on a 

collision course with earth mere hours from now. 

Moments ago the station was struck by an intense 

radiation storm. Restoring functionality to the 

station and the anti-meteor laser array is the only 

thing between the human race and complete 

extinction.  
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Launch your team into a voyage across the ages in 

order to stop an evil mastermind. Don’t get 

distracted by the beauty of prehistoria or the 

ravaged dystopian city-scape… time is of the 

essence! The only way to control time is to 

understand it! Can you escape? 

 


